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If not Creativity,
what else is there?
when?

by Ben Klassen, P.M.
Dramatic changes in Europe
With the dramatic and far-reaching changes
that seem to be sweeping Europe, there seems t o
be a euphoria of hope that we Americans a r e
winning the battle against communism and that
a better and more peaceful world is in our
future. ~ ~ r n m u n i s m
is a dead horse, our
newsmcdia exult, and democracv. American
style, is the wave of the future.
O n e mudhead from t h e U.S. S t a t e
Department's "think-tank" went even s o far a s to
suggest that the world has reached "the end of
the history of ideasM,because, according to him,
from now o n "liberal democracy will be the
unchallengeable and
irreplaceable ideology all over the world for all
eternity"... (Obviously, the think-tank mudhead
has not heard Yet about C R E A n W n - the new
racial ideology-philosophy-religion of the White
Race -- which completely and categorically
rejects all Jewish ideas, including the Jewconcocted "liberal democracy", and thereby
challenges "the end of the history of ideas".)
(Continued o n Page 2 )
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Spearhead of the White Racial Holy War
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M o r e Victims

o f the BlacWMud/Jew Criminal

Terror Against Whites

Our true heroes a r e
White Cowboys a n d Texas Rangers
who defended Whites against muds;
not the medieval Vikings a n d Teutons
who sold Whites to muds.

by Rev, Victor Wolf
The central mission of the C.O.T.C.
As the Pontifex Maximus has told us
repeatedly in his numerous books and articles,
t h e central mission of t h e Church of t h e
Creator fs t o strclighten t h e Jeu-distorted
thinking of the White people and mobilize them
for the defense of the White Race on a global
scale.
This monumental task cannot be
accomplished without exposing and destroying
any and all false heroes, idols, ideas, ideologies
and religions that dominate the thinking of the
White Man today. As Nietzsche said, h e who is
a creator of values has first to be a destroyer.
In this article we attempt to expose the true
nature of two very pervasive false heroes of the
present-day White racialists - medieval Vikings
and Teutons. Granted, some Germanophilic
racialists might be unsettled by this exposition
about their cherished idols, but then such people
should openly admit that they are not entirely
pro-White, but simply pro-German, pro-Viking,
(Continued o n Page 3)
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Brutally murdered White family:
fathcr Warrcn Anthony "Tony" Hams, 40,
mothcr Dolorcs "Dodic" Harris, 40,
daughtcr Shclby C. Harris, 15, and
son Mark A. Harris, 1 1.
In thc rural town of Dryden, in wcstcrn New
York statc, on Dcccmbcr 22, 1989, bctwecn 6 and 10
p.m four mcmbcrs of thc White family have been
invaded a t their home, auackcd, tortured, raped,
mutilatcd, shot and sct on firc by a gang of nigger
savages whose policc-issucd composile drawings are
shown bclow.
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the White Man's
Prototype
for the Winning

The face of the racial enemy

of the World!

White People Awake!
Save the White Race!
Join the Creativity Movement and hasten
the day when all enemies of the White Race -niggers, muds and jews -- will be shipped
out of this country.
All Whites, Unite and Fight!
Keep America White and Safe!

RAHO WA!
N o Retreat?
N o Surrender!
I n Frederic Remington's paintings, the American West is a place where brave men fought to open up a new frontier.
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The answer is -- more dangers and
accelerated race-mixing! We must remember
that Democracy, like Christianity and
Communism, is a Jewish invention, a tool
used to divide and conquer, the main target being
the White Race. The very fact that the Jewish
press is huckstering "democracy" with a
vengeance, should raise a red flag by itself.
Also, the fact that Communism seems t o be
dismantling itself relatively peaceably, without a
major cataclysm such a s the Bolshevik
revolution, or World War I or 11, is in itself very
strange, especially so when we consider the fact
that the world's No.1 Communist leader, Mikhail
S. Gorbachev, seems to be spearheading and
masterminding these great events. He didn't get
into the No. 1 catbird position without the
massive help and approval of the Jews
themselves, that is certain. The fact that he has
been so highly touted, has received such glowing
approval from the American Jewish press in
every move he takes and every utterance he
makes, should further convince us that he is
their fair haired boy.

Lenin's Last Stand

If not Creativity,
what else is there?
(Continued from Page 1)
Democracy! Democracy! Every country in
thd world must have democracy, the Jewcontrolled U.S. government shouts, whether it be
Europe, or Nicaragua, or Panama, or South
Africa, or be; it the mud countries of.the African
continent such a s Ethiopia or Swaziland. One
man, one vote, that is the solution to the world's
problems - it's the only way to go a free society
and equality for everyone ...

-

Breakdown of the "Evil Empire"
Recent events would seem to indicate that
the breakdown in the former "Evil Empire" of
Communism is indeed moving towards
democracy, American style. The Communist
empire with its headquarters in Moscow is
visibly disintegrating before our eyes. East
Germany has "voted out" the Communist
dictatorship and is rapidly moving towards a
reunion with the West German Federal Republic.
Hungary has shucked off the Communist
monopoly, a s has Poland, Lithuania, Latvia,
Estonia, Czechoslovakia and a host of others.
Romania did it the hard way, after thousands
were murdered and finally the Communist
dictator Ceausescu and his wife were summarily
executed by the rebels. The Ukrainians are
chafing at the bit and seething for autonomy, as
are the Moldavians, Azerbaijanians, Armenians,
Tadjiks and a host of other ethnic groups. As a
most dramatic development, on March 1 1 ,
1990 Lithuania has declared its complete
independence from the Soviet Union and is
currently engaged in a "war of nerves" with
Moscow.
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There is no doubt about it, the Soviet
Communist empire is falling apart at the seams,
and neither Gorbachev nor anybody else is going
to be able to hold it together or restore the
former status quo.
The Death of Communism
Communism is a dead horse. It is, or was, a
form of Jewish tyranny imposed upon Russia in
1 9 1 7 by a well-organized band of Jewish
Bolsheviks and aimed to become a vehicle for
establishing a n ironclad Jewish dictatorship
throughout the world. By now its deceit and
defects are so obvious that it is dying of its own
dead weight. So, good riddance! Democracy is
the coming thing and the answer to the world's
ills, we are told. What is our response to this
claim?
N o doubt, the death of communism is a
welcome phenomenon and some of the changes in
Europe are for the better and irreversible. The
reunification of West and East Germans, ending
a diabolical heavy-handed partition imposed
upon the Germans by the victorious Jews after
World War 11, is one of the constructive changes,
looking at it from the White Man's point of view.
The breakdown and discrediting of Jewish
communism, per se, is another favorable and
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25-foot-tall statue of V. I. Lenln IS l~Aedfrom ~ts
pedestal in
Bucharest square Monday. The statue was to have been removed last Saturday, but workers couldn't budge it. Flnally. a
squad that ~ncludedworkers who In 1970 removed a statue of
Jose1 Stalln was brought In to finlsh t h e job. T h e ctty govemment hopes to sell the monument: asklng pnce. $1 m~ll~on.

historic turn of events.
Shaking off the
tyrannical iron grip from Moscow is also a step
in the right direction for many of the ethnic
groups of the polyglot Soviet empire.
However, we Creators are not a t all
convinced that we are moving toward a Whiter
and Brighter World. Nor do we buy the garbage
that democracy, American style, is the answer
to the multiplicity of problems in this world
overcrowded with mud people. On the contrary.
As the French saying goes, the more things
change the more they are the same.
Yes, the system of tyrannical Jewish
Marxism, whereby all property is "collectively''
owned by the state with the resultant waste,
mismanagement and nonproductivity, has now
been conclusively discredited for all time.
Marx, son of a rabbi, is finally dead - physically,
ideologically and philosophically. But, we
must remember that Marx was a
nonentity and that the cruel imposition of
Marxism was accomplished only by the
powerful direction and manipulation of
Judaism, and Judaism and the Kehillah are
still very much alive and in control of the
world today. In fact, it is they that are
now promoting democracy with a
I have no doubt
are
vengeance, and
willfully and deliberately throwing
communism overboard. Evidently, it has
served its purpose, and it is now time to scuttle
it and change tactics in their unswerving plan
and program to enslave all the peoples of the
world as set forth in the Protocols of t h e
Elders of Zion.

--
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Analysis from the White Man's
point of view
Now in reaching the conclusions I will be
coming to, I want to make it clear that I am
using the criteria as set forth in Creative Credo
No. 2 of The White Man's Bible. We Creators
look at everything from the White Man's
point of view. Not from "America's" point of
view, not from the Jews' point of view, nor that
of world "humanity", nor are we looking at it
form the niggers' point of view, nor "through the
snake's eyes". The bottom line is - what do all
these dramatic changes occurring in today's
world bode for the future of the White Race?

"Democracy" another Jewish tool
So, what are the Jews up to, what do they
have in mind? Well, I am neither a mind reader,
nor do I have a crystal ball. All I can do is to
look at the facts and put two and two together,
using the principles of logic and common sense.
Let us first look at the Jewish concept of
democracy, that great, great sacred word that is
always at the forefront of every utterance made
by Jimmy Carter, or Ronald Reagan, or George
Bush, or any other political prostitute in the
service of the Jewish Occupational Government.
We have "democracy" in the world's "greatest"
and "most affluent" society today. How is the
White Race faring here and who rules the
United States, this, supposedly, the world's
greatest "democracy"?
The answer is - the White Race is not faring
very well. The Jews own and control their own
private Federal Reserve (the world's largest
counterfeiting ring); the Jews own and control
most of America's newsmedia; the Jews own and
control most of the nation's major businesses; the
Jews control our cultural and educational
facilities and are using them to brainpollute,
race-mix and degenerate our society, especially
our youth. Furthermore, the Jews are in
complete control of all branches of our
government in Washington, and in every state,
county and city as well.
So how is the White Race faring under
democracy? Not very well! It is targeted for
extinction by "our" Jewish government.
Practically every major city now has a stupid
nigger mayor who is, of course, manipulated by
his Jewish masters who put him there in the
first place. The White productive worker and
his family are having a hard time making ends
meet while they are being taxed to death in order
that "our" Jewish government can subsidize an
ever increasing horde of freeloading niggers and
other mud races (Mexicans, Puerto Ricans,
Haitians, etc.). While the White taxpayers work
and slave and hold back on raising a family of
their own, the niggers and the mud races feed
and breed, subsidized by the largesse of the
exploited White taxpayers. At the same time
"our" Jewish government not only leaves our
borders wide open for all the free-loading scum
of the world to enter into our domain, but
actually encourages these hordes to come here
and pollute our once pristine domain. That, my
dear White Racial Comrade, is democracy in
America, the model for all the world.
Meanwhile, productive White entrepreneurs,
like Rev. Rudy Stanko, sit in jail, robbed of their
(Continued on Page 8)

The True White Heroes
'(Continued from Page 1)
pro-Nordic o r whatever particular nation o r
region of Europe they happen to admire. We
Creators, being White Racial Loyalists,
completely and categorically reject any and all
nationalism or regionalism a s detrtmental to the
best interests of the White Race taken as a
whole on a global scale. In fact, one of our main
goals is to denationalia (and then radalize)
all Whites. We consider it of equal Importance
with our other main goal - t o dechristianize
(and then creatorize) all Whites. Why?
Because nationalism and christianity are the
main causes of inter-White antagonism, which
prevents the mobilization of the entire White
Race for its struggle
survlva19
and
advancement. So, in the interests of historical
truth and global White Racial Solidarity, let us
expose and reject the false heroes - medieval
Vikings and Teutons who sold Whites to muds,
and let us extol and emulate the true heroes White Cowboys and Texas Rangers who defended
Whites against muds.
An Undeniable Historical Fact:
Medieval Vikings and Teutons
sold White women t o Jewish,
Arab and other mud slave traders
It might come a s a shockingly rude
awakening to some of the White racialists who
are used to paying lip service to supposed glories
of ancient Vikings and Teutons, but the
undeniable - recorded and verified -- facts of
history tell us that the medieval Vikings and
Teutons cannot be considered heroes of the White .
Race. In fact, on the basis of reliable historical
record they can be considered a s back-stabbing
criminals of the White Race, who - taking
advantage of their central geographic location in
Europe - constantly fought against neighboring
White countries, but never against any mud
country or mud army.
It seems that the sole mission of the much
lauded Viking and Teuton warriors was t o
attack neighboring White countries, t o destroy
White cities, towns and villages, to kill any and
all White defenders and sell the remaining White
populace, especially White women and children,
to Jewish, Arab, Tatar, Mongol and other mud
slave traders. Yes, in this gruesome, fratricidal
task -- Whites killing Whites - the medieval
Viking and Teuton warriors have really excelled,
much t o the benefit of Jews, Arabs, Tatars,
Mongols and other racial enemies of the White
Race, who were delighted to have Vikings and
Teutons make the job of destroying and enslaving
the White Race much easier. In fact, there is
enough historical evidence t o suggest that the
anti-White terroristic exploits of Vikings and
Teutons were being encouraged, manipulated,
directed and rewarded by the Jewish power
structure, whose center a t that time was based
in the Arab-occupied Spain, but its branches
were already well established in Germany and
they maintained close commercial contacts with
Vikings, t o the point of exchanging official
envoys.
A careful study and analysis of historical
records, facts, events and circumstances lead
us t o conclude that Vikings and Teutons were,
for the most part, blind instruments of the
Jewish conspiratorial network, and they were
used t o disrupt, weaken and destroy White
Europeans from within a t the time when Europe
was being surrounded and attacked by Arabs,
Turks, Tatars, Mongols and other external
racial enemies. The same analysis of history
leads us to conclude that the real defenders and
heroes of the White Race at that critical point in
European history were not Jew-manipulated,
fratricidal Vikings and Teutons, but the frontline defenders of Europe against the invading
mud hordes: for example, White Spaniards and
White Frenchmen who fought against JudeoArab invasion and occupation in Spain and
southern France; White Russians and other
White Eastern Europeans who fought against
Tatar-Mongol invasion and occupation in

Russia and Eastern Europe; a s well a s White
Greeks and other White Southern Europeans
who fought against Turkish invasion and occupation in Anatolia, Greece and Southern Europe.
For centuries these were the crucial fronts
for defense of Europe against the formidable
armies of its racial enemies - Arabs, Turks,
Tatars and Mongols. It is a historical fact that
Vikings and Teutons not only did not fight these
mud armies, but actively helped them by
repeatedly stabbtng the frontline White
defenders of Europe in the back.
Glorification of False Heroes
There are many misinformed White Racial
Comrades
adhere to the
myths and try to emulate the image of "fierce
Viking warriors, defenders of the White Race".
Yes, Vikings were "fierce" enough, but, as is
evident from the above analysis, they were no
,,defenders of the White Racelo. By all
histo.lcal acaunts, Vildngs wa
uncouth,
marauding Sfandinavian pirates, who were
raiding continental Europe for loot, and in
the process they were killing White
European men, and selling White European
women t o dewish, Turkish, Arab, Tatar,
Mongolian and Chinese slave traders.

For a long time, only "Racial Loyalty" was
courageous enough to take a stand against the
glorification
any and
However, we are glad
see that
pro-white publications are beginning to join our
P~~~~~~~On this
Here Is what "Instau@Ox 76, Cape Canaveral* FL 32920), a
pro-White racialist journal* had to say
about Vikings in its December, I9899 issue- The
Enslaved
article Is entitled "When
Whites" and* among
things, states:
Vikings and Teutons
tools of mud slave traders
From the mid-800's, thousands of fair
British a n d Anglo-Saxon slaves were seized
by raiding Norsemen a n d sold to the Spanish
Arabs. Ireland was especially hard hit. The
Irish Viking towns were clearing houses,
exchange ports for this slave trade with the
Arabs.
The most common a n d enduring purpose
for acquiring slaves in the Arab world was to
exploit them for sexual purposes. Islamic law
conferred upon t h e owner of slaves full
control over their sexual a n d reproductive
functions a s well a s the fruits of their labor.
Prime targets of t h e Arab slavers were the
fair people of Europe, a n d in this they were
most actively assisted by none o t h e r b u t
Scandinavian Vikings.
An Arab traveler of the time who came to
Spain remarked o n the great numbers of
European slaves in harems. The palace of the
Emir of Cordoba in particular had many White
girls, chiefly Frankish a n d Italian. The major
source of supply of these unfortunate people
were undoubtedly the Vikings: they had the
easiest access t o t h e White European
captives a n d they had no scruples about
enslaving them. The Arabs in Spain saw the
long-term potential of this trade, a n d a s early
a s t h e 840's s e n t a diplomatic mission t o
Scandinavia t o p u t it on a n organized basis.
Most of the British slaves though seem t o
have ended 'up on the Viking "Russian river
route" to eastern Islam
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The extent of this slave commerce, a n d
t h e speed with which it spread, a r e
astonishing. We find Swedish dealers o n the
Caspian in 922 a n d by the 940's they h a d
penetrated t o Bukhara, Merv a n d Samarkand
(in Central Asia, close to Afganistan). The
numbers involved a r e also eye opening.
Of course, Vikings were not t h e only
transgressors against White racial loyalty.
History tells us that Teutons (another false
medieval idol f r e q u e n t l y glorified by
misguided present-day racialists) were
ruthlessly extending their reich eastward a n d
bringing thousands of White captives from
t h e defeated East European tribes t o b e
"processed" by rich Jewish a n d Arabs slavetrading merchants. Many of those White
captives were mutilated into eunuchs for the
Arab market.

* * * * *

White Cowboys and Texas Rangers:
The True Heroes of the White Race
Instead of searching for heroes in the Dark
Ages of European history, we should concentrate
our attention on the greatest period in the
history of the White Race - the White Man's
c o n q u e s t of t h e North American
continent and especially the winning of
the American West. This was the finest hour
of the White Race: White Europeans of different
nationalities joined together a s White racial
brothers and sisters to fight against racial
enemies - redskin savages and Mexican muds,
t o cleanse the vast territories for White
settlement and to build a new White Civilization
"from sea to shining sea". No medieval Viking or
Teuton "exploits" could even begin to compare in
their scale, significance and consequence to the
heroic deeds of Texas Rangers, White Cowboys
and other White Pioneers of the North American
continent. The only compatible comparison
would be t o the magnificent achievements of
ancient White Greeks and White Romans in
building magnificent civilizations and empires
comparable t o the great White civilization and
empire built by united Europeans on the North
American continent.
Unfortunately, similar to what happened t o
classical Greece and Rome, the White North
American Civilization has been infested and
subverted by the most dangerous of all our racial
enemies -- the perfidious Jew. Among other
things, the Jews see to it that the most heroic
period of White American history - the winning
of the West -- is being suppressed, ignored,
maligned and distorted in the U.S. education.
However, we Creators refuse to be deceived by
We
the Jewish "academic" propaganda.
c o n s i d e r t h e c o u r a g e o u s pro-White
fighters of the Frontier a n d the Old
West
White Cowboys a n d Texas
Rangers
as t h e best, t h e m o s t
praiseworthy a n d the truest heroes of
the White Race a n d we urge a l l White
Racial Comrades t o e m u l a t e their
courage and commitment to White racial
loyalty a n d solidarity.
As the Pontifex Maximus has stated in
"Expanding Creativity" and other sacred books
of the one and only global White Racial Religion,
we Creators completely and categorically reject
the divisive regionalistic pro-Scandinavian
"Viking hero" mythos that is being cultivated by
some supposedly grown u p Whites who are
entertaining themselves by engaging in the
outdated, fragmented, crudely primitive and
childishly silly game that is called Odinism.
We Creators also reject the divisive
nationalistic pro-German "Teutonic hero" mythos
that is being promoted by the confused, sorry
bunch of latter-day Nazi imitators, otherwise
known as "Hollywood Nazis".
If there has to be a "hero mythos" to inspire
and sustain the new generations of White people,
let it be the inclusive pro-White mythos of
White Cowboys a n d Texas Rangers, the
heroic American scene of our pioneering
forefathers, the Manifest Destiny and the
Winning of the West. RAHOWA!

-- --
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BRICKBATS & BOUQUETS
I would like to all this group "THE WHITE
R A N G E R S " , i.e. "Columbus White Rangers",
"Milwaukee White Rangers". This name honors the
original Texas Rangers, the true heroes and defenders of
the White Race, who made a great contribution to White
America and the entire White Race. It also fits in the
heroic pro-White ideas of the Manifest Destiny and the
Winning of the West as the Prototype for the
White M a n ' s Winning of the World.
Furthermore, the name, RANGER, (like REVEREND)
gives an air of LAWFULNESS and GOOD, which we are!
Such a heroic pro-White name and heritage, I believe, will
inspire a lot of young Whites to racial activism.

All Skinheads, convert to
the one and only
true and revolutionary
White Racial Religion--Creativity!
Dear White Racial Brothers:
I have been making great inroads in spreading the
White word at work. Boy, these young White workers are
starving for a purpose in their lives! They gobbled up the
Racial Loyalties I have given them, thanking me the
whole time. Looks like we may have another Primary
Group, since a lot of good White people are responding to
our message.
I want to tell you that I loved the "Revolution of
Values" issue of the Racial Loyalty. With Rev. Rudy
Stanko as our next Pontifex Maximus and Rev. Victor
Wolf as EditorIGreat Promoter the Jews don't have a
snowball's chance in hell!
The latest Racial Loyalty couldn't have come at a
better time. I was angry and bitter about a letter I received
from one of the co-founders of the Northern Hammer
Skins scolding me for promoting Creativity as the only
true White Racial Religion, but upon receiving Racial
Loyalty I was instantly transformed into a vibrant, gungho White Activist! I will not be intimidated by anybody
to suppress my belief that Creativity is indeed the one and
only true and revolutionary White Racial Religion capable
of leading the White P e o ~ l eto a worldwide victory. In
~ the winning white
fact, myVbelief in ~ r e a ' t i v i tas
formula is so strong that I intend to redouble my efforts to
convert all Skinheads to the true White religion which
states "Our Race is Our Religion"!
RAHOWA!
Rev. Matthew Hayhow
Ohio
P.S. The following is an article I wrote about converting
all Skinheads to the true White Racial Religion -Creativity.

"Ten Cripples do not make one
Gladiator" and a hundred
. different "racialist groups"
do not make one Battering Ram
by Rev. Matthew Hayhow
Religious Persecution
Recently I received a letter from one of the cofounders of Hammerskins. She informed me that if I hold
Creativity as the one and only true White Racial Religion
then she will have to ask me to resign.
The problem is that she is obviously influenced by
the Christian Identity people. There should be no
problem in my supporting Creativity and Hammerskins,
because they are both dedicated to fighting for the survival
of the White Race. (At least, that's what I thought!)
Obviously they (her and other Christian Hammerskins)
don't have a problem with my goals, only how I choose
to achieve them. Since I have thrown my support behind
our Great Rational Religion and not succumbed to
Christinsanity, I do not "fit in" to their picture.
Unlike the kikes and niggers, I will not bitch and
moan or whine and whimper about this situation. I will
act as a True Creative White Man and turn this bad
situation into a good one. Two things have helped me to
make my choice -- NHS vs. Creativity. The first is an
obvious lack of unity in the Hammerskin Organization
and also a lack of Direction or Philosophy. Although
dedicated to the survival of the White Race, there is no
program or base ideology, so Hammerskins are broken
into Christian Identity crews, Creativity crews and Odinist
crews. We cannot win if we are not united! As Hitler
said, "Ten cripples do nor make one gladiator", and a
hundred different "racialist groups" do not make one
Battering Ram.
The other thing is my ABSOLUTE, FANATICAL
and UNDYING BELIEF in the only true WHITE
RACIAL RELIGION -- CREATIVITY, as the TOTAL
PROGRAM and FINAL SOLUTION.

My Proposal
I would like to start an organization that will be a
vehicle for bringing all pro-White Skinheads into the
Creativity Movement.

~onclusion
I will not compromise when it comes to the
Survival, Expansion and Advancement of the White Race.
I firmly believe that only after we have rid the White Race
of the deadly influence of Christianity can we hope to start
the White Race on the road to Victory. To all my fellow
Skinheads, all White Racialists and all White People the
choices are clear: follow Christianity and perish,
or follow Creativity and survive!
I appeal to all Skinheads to join the Creativity
Movement by forming the White Ranger groups.
For more information please write to me at this address:
Rev. Matthew Hayhow
P.O. Box 16319
Columbus, OH 43216

A word from Skinhead Reverend:
Organize today for Survival tomorrow!
'

Dear C.O.T.C.:
First of all I again would like to thank you for
turning me to the greatest pro-White movement -- the
Creativity Movement.
Until my conversion to
Creativity, I was like a broken jigsaw puzzle and only
now, thanks to the great ideas of Creativity, all the pieces
are being put together.
Also, thanks for printing my letter "Help for
Imprisoned Skinheads" in Racial Loyalty No. 57. My
two friends (whom I have visited recently) have said they
have had a lot of mail received because of it. So I would
like to personally thank each and everyone of you who
responded to the appeal for help.
Of all the racialist organizations I have been involved
in, Creativity has the best people. The White Race still
has hope with people like you in it. The "hot" battle has
not begun yet, but when it does I will be there to
personally help save our great White Race. I am willing
to die to help save our Race from decay, mongrelization
and destruction. However, I realize that now is the time
to spread the White word and get organized, so that we
would have a fighting chance to emerge as victors from
the coming final showdown.
If there is anything I can ever do for anyone of my
fellow Creators, please write to me. Feel free to write to
me even to just say hi. I will respond to every letter. I
believe it is very important for Creators to correspond and
stay in touch with each other. If we are to survive
tomorrow, we must start organizing today!
RAHOWA!
Rev. Scott Markidis
P.O. Box 14695
Rochester, NY 14614-0695

Courage to stand up
for the White Race
Dear Pontifex Maximus:
After receiving a complementary copy of your Racial
Loyalty No. 57, I felt I had to immediately write to let
you know just how great it feels to know that there are
people like you around with the guts to stand up for the
White Race as you are doing. Your publication is
excellent!
Until now I had no idea that there was an organization
that approached today's racial problem in such an articulate
and intelligent manner, and I just had to let you know that
you have gained one more strong supporter. I will do
everything possible to spread your true White word here in
Louisiana and other parts of the U.S.
RAHOWA!
Charles Van Vorst
Louisiana

Skinheads for Creativity
Dear C.O.T.C.:
Thank you very much for all the extra copies of
Racial Loyalty, The White Man's Bible, leaflets, stickers,
cards, Creativity logo pins and other excellent pro-White
material. We, Balitmore Area Skinheads, have distributed
most of those items to our members at our last meeting.
Most of our members are very interested in the only
true White Racial Religion -- Creativity. For the few
who have doubts we point things out and let them find
out for themselves that Creativity is mandatory for White
racial survival.
We have meetings once a week to discuss methods of
spreading Creativity to Skinheads, other White youth and
White people in general. We are young, energetic, inspired by the realization that we have the only true White
Racial Religion and we are ready for STREET ACTIONS
-- mass distributions of the pro-White Creativity material.
In the near future, possibly April, we are planning to
have a march in Baltimore city to protest against the antiWhite race laws that are being passed by the JOG. We
would like to have as many While pple,especially Skinheads and Creators, as possible. Please call or write to us.
RAHOWA!
Sean T. Conner
B.A.S.H.
P.O. Box 70201
Baltimore, MD 21237-6201
(301) 685-0041

Judeo-Christianity is destroying
the White Race
Dear C.O.T.C.:
I am a 15 year old Canadian Skinhead. I was raised as
a Christian, but recently I received a tape from Al Hooper
of the Aryan Resistance Movement, and I discovered I was
suddenly for the first time in my life doubting Christianity, which I was positive was the chosen religion. So I
decided to look into "THE RISE AND FALL OF THE
ROMAN EMPIRE", not to mention a few other books on
the Jewish origins of Christianity and its decisive contribution to the destruction of the magnificent White Roman
Civilization. And sure enough, my doubts about the
supposed "benefits" of Christianity grew stronger. So,
finally I decided to write to you because I want to know if
it's our own religion -- Christianity -- that is going to
destroy us. Please help me to understand more about the
Jewish origins of Christianity, so I can explain it better to
the other young Whites down here who are interested in
saving the White Race.
White Power!
George C.

Canada

From the JOG'S Gulag:
A Skinhead P.O.W.
Dear C.O.T.C.:
White greetings to all! Recently I wrote your
organization requesting information about the "White
religion" I have been hearing about. You replied by
sending two issues of Racial Loyalty, which I and others
enjoyed reading. C.O.T.C. is a very refreshing concept
and unique inside the White movement. I don't know
much about your inner workings but after reading the Sixteen Commandments of Creativity I realized you hit the
mark squarely! I also believe that Judeo-Christianity is a
deadly mind poison to our great White Race, and I would
like to see Christianity destroyed before it destroys us.
Many of my brother Skinheads have switched from
Christian doctrine to Odinist beliefs, searching for a banner to unite under, but the only result has been in-fighting
over "religious" preferences -- endless debates why our
Race is being smashed by the Jewish trash machine. I
would love to see our folk come together under one belief
and reclaim ownership of all White lands. So would my
brother-Skinheads. That is were you, the only true White
Racial Religion--Creativity, come in. I cannot speak for
all my brothers -- Confederate Hammer Skins,-- but
enough of them approve so that we are sure we could
convert the majority if not all to the only true White
Racial Religion -- Creativity. We would like to work out
a wB]3.Torobtaining Creativity literature, since many of us
are currently in prison and consequently have minimum
access to funds. I would very much appreciate your
consideration in this matter.
RAHOWA!
Jimmy Baggette
Confederate Hammer Skin
Texas

A Word from our Future Leader
Dear Creators:
The Pontifex Maximus and other Creators have
cxpericnced the jewish abuse of the "legal profession" to
persecute White Men and to divert our time and resources
through legal entanglements. Upon my release, I intend
to use my legal background, experience and knowledge to
strengthen our ability to argue in the courts of law. Legal
arguments consume valuable time and are an unwanted
necessity; however, we must present our cause from a
legal point of view, and avoid anarchy while trying to
awake the White People and organize them for the defense
of the White Race. If the present American-Judaic law
system forces our hand for a different strategy, then the
time will arrive when we will reassess our legal remedies
and invoke the Articles for the Defense of the White Race,
as stated in The White Man's Bible.
I anticipate helping the Pontifex Maximus to file
lawsuits against all public officials in their individual
capacity who violate our religious rights. To the many
past, present and future Creators, who have spent (or may
still spend) time in the pokey, I promise that upon my
inauguration as the next Pontifex Maximus I intend to
establish a WHITE MAN'S BAR ASSOCIATION within
the Church of the Creator in order to strengthen our legal
arguments in defense of Creators in the present jewdicial
"justice" system.
For a Whiter and Brighter World,
Rev. Rudolph Stanko
New York

More White Power
to Rev. Rudy Stanko!
Dear Pontifex Maximus Ben Klassen:
I am writing to you about a great event that happened
over the weekend of February 17-20,1990:what happened
was that the great myth about niggers being superior to
the White men in athletics was broken by none other than
the next Pontifex Maximus, Rudy Stanko! He competed
in the over 40 class in the semi annual power lifting
contest, but the age did not matter -- he beat all the
niggers in his weight class! I myself would have
competed but an injury kept me on the side lines.
However, the next meet they have, Rudy and I will again
prove the great myth a lie.
Thank you for sending me your paper while I am
incarcerated. I am helping to spread the word of the only
religion for the White Man -- CREATIVITY. Until next
time, keep up the good work.
RAHOWA!
Bill Brown
Pennsylvania
P.S. I just found out that they just locked Rudy in
the hole. I guess he will get the old diesel therapy again.
ED. NOTE: Yes, they have dieselled off Rev. Rudy
Stanko to a new location again. His new address is this:
Rev. Rudolph Stanko
FCZ
P.O. Box 900
Ray Brook, NY 12977
Please keep writing to ourfuture leader every day!

New Items!
Creativity patches
Tn-color embroidered
shoulderlberet patches.
$6 each.

-------A new Pro-White Book

"Hunter"
by Andrew Macdonald

(copyright by William L. Pierce)
Recommeded reading for all
Crearors and White Racialists
about a possible scenario for a
pro-White One-Man Army which
scores a high E.T.E.F. P l a c e
your orders wrth the C.0.T.C.
260 pages.
$6 per book.

A Model of the original
Texas Ranger 8r Cowboy Warrior
RAHOWA, Brother Rudy:
You don't know me, Sir, but I am compelled to
commend you for the upbeat attitude and winning spirit
that characterizes you even in the relentless and hostile
environment, you find yourself in.
I have read both your books which I purchased
through the World Center of the C.O.T.C. It is amazing
how much knowledge you acquired about the worldwide
conspiracy operated and orchestrated by the ADL and its
allies and the overwhelming subservience that the JOG
displays towards its masters. A White Man able to
discern the hidden hand of the Kehilla is increasingly rare.
In the past, I was very seriously dedicated to Evangelical Christianity. I swallowed all the Judeo-Christian
irrationality except for the race mixing. When my JudeoChristian church started promoting race mixing, I left it
and started searching for answers and truths until I found
them in the only true White Racial Religion -- Creativity.
You are an inspiration to all Creators and will be to
all real White People when they learn of you, as I am sure
they soon will. Thank you for providing the role
model of Cowboy Warrior
the original type
of Texas Ranger. You could have wimpishly "got on
the program" in JOG'S gulag and not caused so much
trouble for yourself. The fact that you are repeatedly
abused for selective punishment shows how scared the
Establishment is of the real White Men like yourself.
Now that you have been designated as the next
Pontifex Maximus of the Church of the Creator, I extend
you my sincere congratulations. I look forward to your
freedom and your natural leadership in action. I am sure
that your family is proud of your stand for the White
Race, and I am proud you are a member, an ordained
minister and Pontifex-designate in our own all-White
Church of the Creator.
I am sure that your promotion will dovetail neatly
with the outstanding efforts of other promoters of
Creativity, like Rev. Victor Wolf.
Hang in there. It makes me want to work that much
harder for your release and for the sacred cause of Creativity knowing that you are a determined fighter and will
not compromise with the enemy. You make us proud.
RAHOWA!
Rev. Harold Stillwell
South Carolina

--

We want Rev. Rudy Stanko free,
now!
Dear C.O.T.C.:
I am glad to hear that Rev. Rudy Stanko will become
the leader and spokesman for Creativity, the one and only
White Racial Religion.
I have read "The Score" and I believe that no other
man on this planet has been more persecuted for going
against a Jewish business cartel than Rev. Rudy Stanko.
I believe he is one of those rare -- exceptionally talented,
energetic and brave -- personalities that are very few in any
given generation. His example of courage, determination
and persistence in the face of severe harassment for his
unorthodox beliefs serves as inspiration for all of us.
We, who are still "free", must pressure the Establishment to obey their own parole rules and release Rev. Rudy
Stanko immediately. I am proud to be associated with a
man of Rev. Rudy Stanko's stature.
RAHOWA!
L. Pierce
Arizona

Once a Creator, always a Creator
Dear C.O.T.C. H.Q.:
The Ashville newspaper in a front-page article about
the Church of the Creator has stated that I am a "former
Reverend". I want to set the record straight: I still am a
loyal member and a Reverend of the Church of the Creator
and will always be until I check out of this world. I
believe Creativity is the only true White Racial Religion
and the best road to White survival and victory.
RAHOWA!
Carles C. Messick, I11
Delaware
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Cupid's Corner

One of the Sixteen Commandments of
Creativity states: "Be fruitful and multiply!
Do your part in helping to populate the world
with your own kind!" Therefore, to brlng eligible
White men and women together and facilitate
the accomplishment of the very important goal
of White genetic procreation, Racial Loyalty has
created a "White racial match-making service"
which is called CUPID'S CORNER.
There has already been considerable intenst
among our members in taking advantage of our
CUPID'S CORNER in finding an ideologically
compatible life-partner for themselves, and we
have received several inquirles. (Eligible White
men, take note: we already have some very
interesting inquiries from beautiful blond and
blue-eyed White women from Sweden!)
We invite all White readers of Racial Loyalty
(and especially White girls and women!) t o
participate in the White racial match-making
service by writing to:
CUPID'S CORNER
d o Racial Loyalty
P.O. Box 400
Otto, NC 28763
Include a recent photo of yourself.
1.
2.
Give most of the basic statistics:
race, ancestry, age, sex, weight, height, color of
eyes and hair, health, overall appearance.
3. Brief personal resume: level of
commitment to the pro-White racial activism,
ideological / political / religious convictions,
education, job, hobbies, interests, talents.
4. Preferences about potential life-partners
of the opposite sex with whom the writer would
like to correspond.
These are some of the items you might wish
to cover in the initial letter, but it is not
necessary to go into too much detail. Keep it
short and to the point. The essential information
of your inquiry will be added to our matchmaking master Iist.
The ultimate objective of participation in the
White racial match-making service - CUPID'S
CORNER is, we hope, marriage and the founding
of another White family.
The White racial match-making service CUPID'S CORNER is provided free of charge a s
a special service to all White subscribers t o
Racial Loyalty.
The CUPID'S CORNER
procedure for match-making is as follows:
a) upon inquiry, you will receive our matchmaking master list, identifying the potential
candidates by using a code number only and
I containing the candidate's essential bio/resume
information (without their name and address);
b) upon selecting the desired candidates,
please write them an introductory letter in care
of CUPID'S CORNER, c/o Racial Loyalty, P.O.
Box 400, Otto, NC 28763;
c) we will forward your introductory letter to
the candidates you selected;
d) then it is up to the selected candidates to
respond t o you directly and establish the
connection.
WHITE MEN AND WOMEN, B E
FRUITFUL AND MULTIPLY! D O Y O U R
PART IN HELPING TO POPULATE THE
WORLD WITH YOUR OWN KIND!
RAHOWA! THIS PLANET I S ALL OURS!
(Disclaimer: Racial Loyalty encourages all
participants in the White racial match-making
service - CUPID'S CORNER t o use caution
and sound judgement in evaluating potential
partners. Racial Loyalty takes no responsibility for possible misinformation andlor mismatches. "Caveat emptor!" "Buyer beware!")
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The Wildest Stories Ever Told
Part XXI of a Continuing Series
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The Weird Story of
THE RAPTURE
One day, about 15 years ago, a s I was
driving north on Interstate 7 5 t ~ ~ a r Atlanta,
ds
I noticed the car in front of me had a bumper
sticker that proclaimed "In c a s e of THE
RAPTURE this vehicle will be unmanned". I
wondered what in the world this fellow was
talking about. Whether he was a nut, o r if the
vehicle should indeed become unmanned, either
way, I didn't want to have such a mess in front
of me. It could result in an accident and in n o
way did I want to be behind a n accident waiting
to happen. I stepped on the gas and passed him
a s quickly a s possible, putting distance between
us.
Then, over a period of time I began t o see
more of such bumper stickers. What is this
thing, 1 wondered, that could Umnan cars? I
soon found out. It is a belief among the fanatic
Christians of various cults, the born-again and
others, that a t a given instant "the righteous",
meaning themselves, of course, will be sucked up
into the wild blue yonder a s if by a huge vacuum
cleaner. It could come a t any unexpected time
with no warning. You could be driving a car, or
be in the shower, o r sitting on the john. Nobody
knows the time nor the hour, they say, but the
Lord. And somehow they are not agreed a s to
which Lord it is that knows, whether it is Jesus
Christ, or Yahweh, or the Holy Ghost. When
somebody asks me a question to which 1 could
not possibly know the answer, I often respond
with the expression "Christ only knows, and he
won't tell". However, as to the timing of the rapture there are a number of passages in the bible
where J.C. claims even he doesn't know the time,
only "the Father" knows. In Matthew 24:36
purportedly he said, "No one knows about that
day or the hour, not even the angels in heaven,
nor the Son, but only the Father". Evidently it is
very tightly classified a s Super Super Secret.
Why, Christ only knows, o r does he?
Be that a s it may, in trying to find some
biblical basis for the much touted rapture, I
hunted up my King James bible and Med to find
the word "rapture" in the "Concordance", o r the
index, and to my surprise, it wasn't there. I
later found out that the idea of "the rapture" is a
fairly recent invention concocted by modem day
con-artists to put some zingaroo in their wild
preachings. Evidently these preachers base the
idea that a t a given split second the selected few
(themselves, of course) will be "whooshed" up into
the stratosphere there to meet their Lord Jesus
Christ in ecstatic and blissful union.
What happens thereafter is somewhat
vague, long winded and tedious. Some say the
rapture is equivalent to the Second Coming of
Christ, some say it is not, but precedes the
Second Coming. Evidently the whole idea is a
recent invention based on a number of disjointed
passages in both the Old and the New
Testament, many of which could mean anything,
or nothing. Two commonly quoted passages are:
(a) 1.Corinthians 15:51 and 52, to wit:
"Behold I shew you a mystery; we shall not all
sleep but we shall all be changed. In a moment,
in the twinkling of an eye, a t the last trump, for
the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be
raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed".
(b) 1.Thessaloniaans 4: 1 6 and 17. Quote:
"For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven
with a shout, with the voice of the archangel,
with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ
shall rise first: then we who a r e alive and
remain shall be caught up together with them in
clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall
we ever be with the Lord".

,

So there you have it. Ghosts form the dead
shall meet with the live bodies up in Cloud Nine,
to join with the Lord, and all shall live in eternal
bliss and rapture for ever after. Promises!
Promises! Promises!
But such good fortune shall not be shared by
all. No, indeed. In fact, damned few will cut it,
only one in forty, or 2.5 percent. The rest shall
bum in eternal hellfire! Bum, baby, bum!
In trying to find out more about the thinking
of these spaced-out space experts, I studied two
booklets that were sent to me by the World Bible
Society out of Nashville, Tenn. The first one was
written by Edgar C. Whisenant and it was
entitled "88 Reasons Why the Rapture could be
in 1988". In fact, he pinpoints the timing even
more specifically "at the Feast of Trump" (Roshash-~na) September 11-12-13 of 1 9 8 8 .
Evidently whereas the Son was not privy to this
highly classified super secret, Edgar C. claims
that he has cracked the Code, and gives 88
reasons why, sure a s shooting, it is going to
happen within a three day period, namely
between September 11 and 13, 1988, Now that
is calling it pretty close.
The reasons he gives are mostly all dredged
up out of various passages of both the Old and
the New Testament. Here is an example of one
reason out of the 88. Whisenant quotes (of all
people) Rabbi Meir Kahane, a real Christ hater.
The reasoning, if you can follow, goes something
like this. Israel is the time clock of God
throughout history. " The State of Israel, which
rose up in the year 1 9 4 8 , is not only the
beginning of the redemption, but of the grace
period granted us today". That grace period is
forty years, he says, "a last opportunity t o
reverse needless disaster, t o bring t h e
redemption with grandeur and majesty". Forty
years end with the church age on Rash-HashAna in 1988. lpso facto, September 11-13,
1 9 8 8 is the end of time, says Edgar C.
Whisenant.

tr

- THE
EDGAR C. WHISENANT PROPHET OF DOOM
"

AS fiY CHARTS SHmamERAPTURE WILL
OCCUR SOfiETIME IN 1990-41-92ORq3.
AT ANY HOUR OF ANY DAY. IF IT DOESN'T

HAPPENaRIEN I'LL
PREDICTloN I N iqqY'

WITH

Poor Whisenant!
Like s o many other
prophets of doom and disaster, of the end of the
world, of the end of time, etc., September 1 3 ,
1988 came and went and no rapture! Damn it!
But not to be discouraged! Like s o many
other -idiotic prophets have done in the past, he
set a new future date. He soon came out with a
new 9 0 page booklet called "The Fatal Shout:
Rapture Report 1 9 8 9 , 1 9 9 0 , 1 9 9 1 , 1 9 9 2 ,
1993". This time he wasn't going to box himself
in s o tightly, but predicted it could (would!)

- THE RAPTURE ' ITS ONLY BELIEVE0 By THE IGNORANT."
happen during any one of those five years. In
trying to explain what went wrong in the first
prediction he says he goofed in forgetting that
the first century A.D. had no zero year, a s d o all
the others, like 1900, etc., and this threw him
off his precise schedule. Ha, ha, ha!
In the second book, he has a number of
complicated charts and graphs that make less
sense than Mr. Toad in Alice in Wonderland.
However, he has some other interesting things to
say, some of which should scare the hell out of
any believing Christian.
Whisenant s a y s t h a t according t o
Wilmington's Guide to the Bible, in the 6 0 0 0
years from Adam to the start of the Millennium,
God will have tested approximately 4 0 billion
human beings on earth. Of this number, about
one billion will have elected, of their own free
will, to follow God's ways instead of theirs. By
the blood of Jesus, these people will be saved
from damnation and live with Jesus and rule his
universe throughout eternity. The other 3 9
billion, it appears* will be cast into Hell, he says.
Wow! That is a real mouthful! 39 billion
human souls will be cast into Hell! 39 billion!
Imagine! This planet now has a little over 5
billion people a n d it is already vastly
overcrowded. Hell must be one hell of a huge
place. Imagine this fiery torture chamber that is
big enough to accommodate more than seven
times a s many people a s are now living on this
overcrowded planet! Thirty-nine times a s many
a s a r e going t o heaven! And there sits the
loving, oh, s o loving, Lord and Jesus Christ, not
to mention the Holy Ghost, gloating about their
handiwork, none of them evidently giving a good
goddamn about all those 3 9 billion screaming,
screeching, writhing and agonizing victims in
that huge fiery pit, a torture compound evidently
seven times a s large a s Planet Earth. That's
love? (See "Hell", C.C. No. 4 9 in W.M.B.)
The preachers will blandly explain away that
these poor devils had their chance, and since "of
their own free will" they chose to be sinners the
poor bastards deserve what they get.
Whoa! Wait a minute! We don't buy that
"free will" gimmick. According to their story,
"God" created all, and this includes human
beings and that huge fiery torture chamber.
Evidently he never makes a mistake, they tell
us, and he knew exactly what he was doing. He
knew how things were going t o turn out in
advance, and obviously they turned out just a s
he willed and planned. If his prime creation,
mankind, was so damn imperfect and only one in
forty could Pass the test, he must have wanted it
that way. He was the designer and the creator.
If he botched the job, efther intentionally o r
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otherwise, it would seem to any logical person
the fault lies with God, the creator.
He
obviously wanted 39 billion suffering people to
end up being barbecued in the fiery pit forever
and a day. And this is love? What a horrendous
sadistic monster this super spook must be to
concoct such a sadistic set-up. And this kind of
garbage the Christians go t o church every
Sunday to worship.

Fortunately, all this idiotic nonsense exists
only in the minds of demented kooks, in a
faraway fantasy land, a fable concocted by
deranged people who didn't have all their
marbles together. I have another book recently
sent to me by one of our activists, Rev. John
Brooks. The name of this book is "Origins"and it
is written by Richard E. Leakey, the son of those
famous archaeologists, Louis B. and Mary
Leakey. In this book Richard Leakey and his copartner Roger Lewin in a scholarly and scientific
procedure describe the long evolution of the
species called homo sapiens sapiens (modern
man) over a period of millions of years. They
describe the real world as it has slowly changed
from the beginning of this planet some four and a
half billion years ago to the present and project
it on into the future.
But before they trace the early beginnings of
mankind, they do an excellent job of putting this
tiny, insignificant ball called Planet Earth in its
proper place. They remind us that our tiny
planet revolves about the sun, which is only one
of ten billion stars in our own galaxy, the Milky
Way. This, in turn, is only one of the millions of
galaxies that make up our vast and boundless
universe. The enormity of this scale helps to put
our existence on Planet Earth in its proper

Purpose of this Series
The overriding goal of the Church of
the Creator is the survival, expansion and
advancement of the White Race, and the
immediate goal is. to free the White Race
from the worldwide yoke of Jewish tyranny.
In order to achieve both goals it is
necessary to build a massive, powerful
movement that can smash the Jewish
monster. Before the White Race can ever
be in a position to unite, polarize and build
such a power structure it will first have to
get its thinking straightened out. This it
can never do as long as it entertains in its
innermost thoughts that most diabolical of
all mind-scramblers, Jewish Christianity.
By using ridicule and exposing this idiotic
age old spooks-in-the-sky-swindle, we
believe we can best help lead the White
Race back to sanity, common sense, and a
healthy, constructive attitude towards its
own best interests.

(This letter has been published in the Franklin Press):
In the Wednesday, Feb. 1, 1990, edition of THE
FRANKLIN PRESS, there appeared the headline "White
Supremacist continues tax fight". Granting that
the reporter, Elizabeth Gill, could not possibly cover all
the issues involved in this controversy in one article, on
the whole, I would say that she did a commendable job in
trying to be impartial on two subjects that are highly
controversial, namely race and religion. However, there
were a few major errors and omissions that need to b e .
addnxai
In the first place, calling the Church of the
Creator a White Supremacist organiration is erroneous and
misleading. The phrase "White Supremacist" has been
used loosely and indiscriminately by the liberal and Jewish
press as a buzz word to put down any and every White
person who exhibits any pride or loyalty to his own race.
Without ever defining the phrase, it immediately implies a
bad image. It is a "slur" word, similar to the word
"nigger" when applied to blacks.
What is a White Supremacist? We of the
C.O.T.C. define it as a term used to describe White people
who seek to rule over the non-white people, to dominate
them, to exploit them and to abuse them. To their
discredit, this the White Race has done in many phases of
its checkered history. There are any number of cases we
can cite, such as the British ruling and exploiting India
over a period of two hundred years; the White plantation
owners of the South exploiting black African slaves; the
French plantation owners of San Domingo (present-day
Haiti and the Dominican Republic) two hundred years ago
exploiting imported black Africans in huge numbers and
utilizing them as slaves; the Spaniards exploiting the
Indians in Mexico and South America; the list is endless.
In each case the exploiters thought they were getting a real
bargain in cheau labor. but eventuallv the slaves outbred
andvinterbred with thei; White masteri, and in the end the
slaves mongrelized and destroyed the future progeny of
their exploilers who had dragged them into their midst in
the first place.
We of the Church of the Creator want none of
this. We don't want to rule over anyone, we don't want to
enslave or exploit anyone -- black, yellow or purple. Nor
do we want to intermarry with them, or intermix with
them, or socialize with them. Nor do we want any part of
the insane course our government has been pursuing for
the past 45 years of subsidizing all the "mud races" of the
"Third World", or the "emerging countries", or subsidizing
the parasitic little state of Israel to the tune of three
billion (or more) dollars a year, or subsidizing any other
foreign country. Where in our Constitution does it say
that we, the productive White people of America, owe all
parasites of the world a living? We Creators say: let us
stop this insanity that is causing a disastrous population
explosion the likes of which the world has never seen, and
is crowding the White Race from the face of Planet Earth.

perspective.
Nature
created
developed u s over a long process of
Evolution lasting millions of years in
accordance with t h e Eternal Laws of
Nature.

However, it is not the objective of the Church
of the Creator to speculate as to how did it all
start. As I have said before -- Christ only
knows, and he won't tell, because he isn't here
and there is no evidence that he ever was. We
Creators are not concerned about solving all the
vast mysteries of the universe.
We are
concerned about a most pressing and
urgent problem, namely the survival,
expansion and advancement of our own
kind, the White Race, Nature's Finest.
This we can only d o if we brush away all
t h o s e idiotic cobwebs concocted by
Jewish Christianity, face the real world,
and work and organize t o take control of
our own destiny away from out of the
slimy hands of the Jews.
This we can do and this we must do.
RAHOWA!
B.K.,P.M.

How stupid can we get -- feeding and subsidizing all the
scum of the world -- who return our largesse with hatred
and hostility.
It is not the goal of the Church of the Creator to
"eliminate 'the mud races', including Jews, Indians and
blacks", as the article in the "Press" contends. Our
position is that like every other creature in
Nature, let us take care of our own and let
those that are alien to us fend for themselves.
It is not our obligation, nor is it in our interest to feed a
billion Hindus in India, or the millions of inhabitants of
Sudan. or the Arab-killing Zionists of Israel, or billions
of other mud races, most of which hate us White people
with a passion in return for generosity. We say -- they
are NOT our kind, they are NOT our brothers,
and they are NOT our concern. Let them fend for
themselves or wither on the vine. I repeat, they are not
our obligation. nor are they our concern. In any case, the
more we feed them, the more they breed until the world is
becoming (has become!) an overpolluted cesspool of
clawing, hostile and starving people, and we have created
it by our idiotic program of subsidizing 126 countries that
are alien to us.
We Creators want none of this. We want only to
take care of our own and strive for the survival of our own
precious race -- the White Race, which we regard with
pride as Nature's Finest.
This is the basis of our religion. If you are
interested in learning more about Creativity, read our
Three Basic Books: Nature's Elernal Religion, The White
Man's Bible, and Salubrious Living.
Ben Klassen, P.M.
Church of the Creator
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If not Creativity,
what else is there?
(Continued from Page 2)
business and reputation, on trumped up charges
contrived by a vicious Jewish conspiracy. He is
not alone. Thousands of other White loyalists
are also behind bars for no other reason than
that they are for the White Race and therefore a
threat to the Jewish conspiracy. You are, of
course, free t o enjoy the fruits of the great
American Constitution, and the Bill of Rights,
and you can say and think anything you like,
except, of course, don't mention the Jewish
behemoth. That, too, Is an Integral part of
"democracy1'in America.
How is the White Race faring in once "Great"
Britain, that mother of all parliaments,
democracy, and all those other shibboleths?
Well, the Skinheads, who originated in Britain,
pretty much summed it up in a few lines of their
brave song: "Once we had an Empire, now
we've got a slum". Niggers of all stripes from
Africa, Pakistanis, Hindus and a plethora of
other scum and mud races now infest British
cities, and the Jew-controlled British
government, as in the U.S.A., coddles sweetly to
these parasites, but takes an extremely hard
stand against any White Man who dares to take
a pro-White position and defend White racial
purity of his once great country. That is
"democracy" in England.
We now take a look a t the German people,
the most productive people in the very heart of
Europe.
Since democracy is supposed t o
exemplify rule by the majority of the people,
undoubtedly, Germany under Hitler from 1933
to 1939 had the finest democracy of all time,
since Hitler's regime enjoyed the popular
endorsement of over 90% of its people. But, of
course, it wasn't a Jewish democracy; in fact, it
was hostile to these miserable scavengers.
Therefore, to hell with the will of the people, it
had to be smashed.
Despite draconic partitions and extortions
imposed by the Jewish victors on a defeated
Germany, the German people by sheer strength
of their talent, hard work and perseverance
managed t o rebuild their smashed and
devastated cities, factories, transportation
systems and farms. In the Western part of
partitioned Germany, they had the Americanstyle democracy imposed on thern, whether they
liked it or not. They could vote for any scoundrel
they chose, but they could not vote for freedom
form the tyranny of hostile occupation forces,
nor could they vote for the kind of government
they had enjoyed (National Socialism), nor could
they vote for re-union with "East" Germans, nor
their kinsmen in Austria who were part of the
German Reich in 1939. So they were free to do
anything at all a s long a s it conformed with the
wishes of their Jewish slave-masters. All of
which, of course, didn't leave them much choice
or much room to maneuver in, but that was what'
was now called democracy. In the meantime the
Jews saw t o it that the "democratically"
occupied Germany be polluted with Turks and
other mud races t o make sure their gene pool
would be on its way to major pollution.
Now that union of "West" Germany with
"East" Germany seems inevitable, all, Germans
will have a unified "democracy" - to be ruled,
exploited and tyrannized by the worldwide
Jewish powerhouse. That is what democracy
has in store for a unified Germany.
Interethnic conflicts -- the dewish plan t o
divide and conquer
Meanwhile, in the other countries breaking
away from the Soviet communist monolith we
already find a passel of maJor inter-ethnic

conflicts. Poland is hostile and apprehensive
that a united, strong Germany may try to
reclaim its former territory carved -out of
eastern Germany and forcefully joined into a
Poland that had its own eastern territory "given"
to Russia (very democratic, was it not), with the
blessings of the Jew-controlled "democratic"
United States, Britain and France.
Inter-ethnic conflicts are the curse of
Europe. I pick up the morning paper and I read
that another incident of ethnic violence Is stirred
up in Yugoslavia where 417 ethnic Albanians
were hospitalized due to poisoning, and about
4000 ethnic Albanians gathered in the streets of
Podujevo and beat up some 15 Serbs and
Montenegrins, accusing them of deliberately
poisoning the Albanian students. Another article
on the same page tells about thousands of antiHungarian demonstrators rallying for the fourth
straight day in protesting the intended take-over
of Transylvania by Hungarians. This clash
between Romanians and Hungarians left seven
dead and 300 wounded. Meanwhile there are
deadly ethnic clashed between Turks and Greeks
on Cyprus, a s well as border disputes between
Greeks and Albanians. The list of examples of
ethnic strife in Europe and elsewhere is endless.
Is Europe going t o enjoy peace and
prosperity once communism is dismantled? No,
not hardly, if the Jews can help it. Already all
t h e hundred-year-old
grudges, feuds,
animosities, ethnic hatreds are being fanned and
revived in the same old Jewish game of divide
and conquer.
The fact is this ethnically splintered and
fractured world is never going to enjoy either
peace or prosperity a s long a s the Jews are in
control, and a t this juncture in history they are
fully in control, a s they have been t o a lesser
degree for the last two thousand years.

What is the solution?
Is there a solution to ever bringing peace and
prosperity t o this polyglot, fractured world?
Can even a once White and civilized Europe
achieve peace among its various nations? Can
they settle all the age-old grudges, rivalries,
border problems, former territorial acquisitions,
the problems of ethnic groups within other ethnic
groups? Can they solve the thousand and one
other problems, such a s languages, religions,
etc., that have been and will be the cause of
endless wars even after communism is
eradicated?
My answer is no, under the present system
of values in the existing religious, economic and
social system they will never be peacefully
settled. Let us take, for instance, the problems
of one single country, namely Germany, as a
starter. The boundaries between Germany and
Poland will be an eternal ulcer and can easily
escalate into a military war again. Germany's
borders with France, especially Alsace-Lorraine,
are an ongoing grudge, and will remain so. Its
borders with Czechoslovakia will heat up again,
a s well a s the question of unification with
Austria.
Other examples: Belgium has problems of
religion and language dividing it. Ireland has an
ongoing civil war about religion that has been
ulcerating for four hundred years. Britain and
France fear that a reunited Germany will again
become too powerful and will outcompete them
in international trade. The laundry list goes on
and on.
I repeat, is there n o solution to the endless
problems of the .White Race, even amongst.
themselves? And again, I come t o the same
conclusion: not under the present system of
values.
Without confronting the enormous problems
of an exploding mud population that threatens to

overwhelm the White Race, before the White
peoples of the world can get their act together,
there have to be some major fundamental
changes in their thinking and in their attitude
about themselves. There are thousands of minor
divisive issues that have plagued the White Race
over the centuries, but the major dividers have
been these: nationality, religion and
language. The Jews, who have developed the
art of divide and conquer to a fine technique,
have skilfully utilized and exacerbated these
fundamental divisive factors and managed t o
keep the White nations of Europe (and the
world!) in turmoil, a t war, and in ever-increasing
debt.

Creativity is the answer
Hasn't anyone in the highly intelligent White
world ever come to a solution to the problems of
divided nationality, religion and language? Yes,
Creativity has come to a sensible, non-violent
and logical solution based on the revolutionary
idea of White Racial Loyalty and Solidarity.
We want to educate White people of all
nationalities, religions and languages that their
first and basic loyalty belongs not to any
particular nationality, religion or language, but
to the White Race. Based upon the idea of White
Racial Loyalty, we want to promote global White
Racial Solidarity and Unity a s the only way for
the White Race to survive in the world which is
becoming increasing flooded with the mud races.
One global White racial language
Creativity has the answer t o the divisive
problem of the different languages. We Creators
advocate one common language for all the White
people of the world, and we suggest Latin as
"lingua franca" of the White Race. Latin - the
classical language of the glorious White Roman
is the most beautiful, melodic and
Empire
logical of all Aryan languages, and in addition it
is non-partisan.
It has a great historical
significance and tradition for the White Race:
Latin was the official common language of all
educated Europeans until 16th century, when
the Jew-instigated "Reformation" crushed
Renaissance (the great European cultural and
academic revival) and plunged Europe into
fratricidal religious and ethnic wars.
Furthermore, classical Latin even 2000 years
after the Jew-instigated destruction of the White
Roman Civilization - is still the best structured,
organized and phonetic language in the history of
our race. So let us polarize around our one and
only great classical, traditional and historic
language -- Latin, the language of noble and
magnificent White Romans. Let us White people
of the world unite in the spirit of White Racial
Loyalty and Selidarity and finally understand
each other by speaking the same language!

--

-

One global White racial religion
We next examine that explosive issue of the
different religions in which the White peoples of
Europe and the world are enmeshed. Without a
doubt, Jewish Christianity is the overwhelming
prevalent religion with which the White Race
has been plagued for nearly two thousand years.
But besides it being a deceitful Jewish invention
which brought down the once great White Roman
Empire, it now has the added disintegrating
factor that it is fractured into thousands of
major and minor factions all of which are jealous
of each other, and overtly and covertly at war
with each other.
There are the Catholics and the Protestants,
there are the Eastern Orthodox, there are the
Mormons, and the Baptists, the Presbyterians,
the Unitarians, the Calvinists, the Anglicans,
the Mennonites, ad infinitum. Even the Koreanoriginated Moonies claim they are Christian.

If not Creativity,
what else is there?
(Continued from Page 8)
The list goes on and on, and even among the
main groups there are endless divisions (for
instance, even the small sect of Mennonites has
32 different divisions or denominations).
More blood has been spilled over this JudeoChristian idiotic spooks-in-the-sky swindle which
the Jews have foisted on the White Race, than
probably any other issues, of which the
devastating Protestant vs. Catholic Thirty Years
War (1618-1648) is only one example.
We Creators reject all existing religions
which are based on myths and detrimental to the
best interests of the White Race. We Creators
are determined to convert all White people of the
world to the one and only true White Racial
Religion - Creativity, which is based on the
Eternal Laws of Nature, History, Logic, Common
Sense, and is dedicated t o the survival,
expansion and advancement of the White Race.
One global White racial nation
Ethnidregionavstate nationalism is another
strong divisive tool in the Jewish arsenal of
weapons for manipulating and destroying the
White Race. Who is it but a NATIONAL
government that has the power to declare war,
to mobilize armies and to order attacks on
another group of White people under the
dominion of another national government.
Nations go to war and, more often than not,
White nations kill the people of other White
nations. And in this category no other nations
are a s devastatingly efficient in raining death
and destruction on their fellow kinsmen as the
White nations themselves.
We Creators want to unite all White nations
of the world into one global White racial nation,
and we will move heaven and earth to see to it
that never again will White men go to war to kill
other White men, women and children. If we are
going to go to war and kill, let's make damn sure
we kill our racial enemies, who are our real
enemies, - Jews, niggers and the mud races.

--

Creativity
the New Renaissance
of the White Race
We have addressed the main categories
(language, religion, nationality) of divisiveness
that over the centuries have prevented the
White peoples of the world from ever getting
their act together for their own best interests,
for their own survival, expansion and
advancement.
The main problem has been that, foolishly,
they have never really thought of themselves as
members of.the _White-Race per. se. They have
considered themselves in terms of cultural, or
religious, or regional bonds, such as French, or
British, or German, or American, or Catholic, or
Protestant, or Anglo-Saxon, but nwer considered
that most significant of all the bonds we share the biological bond which by its very
crucial nature overrides any and all other
Nor have they realized the
bonds.
overwhelming importance and privilege of being
a member of Nature's Finest - the White Race.
With the White Racial Religion - Creativity
all that changes. We Creators consider our
biological racial heritage and our White
gene pool as the most significant and
precious value on the face of the earth.
It is this vital biological bond on which we focus
our dedication, loyalty and inspiration. It is our
centerpiece around which our religion is structured and polarized. We Creators consistently
affirm on a daily basis: Our Race is Our
Religion!
By convertfng the White peoples of the world

-

to the one and only White Racial Religion
Creativity, we have the total solution for
overcoming, peacefully dissolving and
eliminating the most vexing and pernicious
problems - namely, differences in language,
religion and nationality, - problems which have
divided and plagued the White Race since time
immemorial.
If we all joined in one global White racial
religion and embraced one global White racial
loyalty, polarized around our biological bond and
stressed our White racial heritage, then all
national boundaries would become meaningless,
and we could better use our talents and energies
providing for a richer, healthier and fuller life better housing, culture, happy families, healthy
children, clean environment, etc. - rather than
continuing to devastate each other in endless
wars of selfdestruction.
Also, we would benefit in a multitude of other
ways as well. We could easily communicate in
any other country of the White world through
our universal Latin language. We would reap
the benefits pf a longer, healthier and happier
life through Salubrious Living. Since the White
Race by then would have come to its senses and
have purged t h e Jewish-Christian brainscrambler from out of its system, religious
prejudices and hang-ups would no longer exist.
And above all we would get the goddamn Jew
off our back, once and for all, nwer to reappear
again. Never again would this parasite invade,
infest and destroy our pristine society. In other
words, by implementing the Creed and Program
of the White Racial Religion - Creativity the
White Race would achieve a New Renaissance of
unparalleled prosperity and magnificence.
No alternatives to Creativity
Now whereas we a r e t h e only
comprehensive, fully structured White Racial
Religion in 6000 years of civilized history, we
have no rivals, no worthwhile competition in that
arena. Howwer, there are a number of other
White racist organizations of different stripes
and moulds in America and to a lesser extent in
other countries who claim to have plans to save
the White Race. Let us view aqd review what
the landscape looks like in America.
One of the older ones is the still existing
Klan. It had an opportunity to build meaningful
political clout and free this country of Jews
within the 1920's and early 1930's. At that
time it had a s many a s four million members
that included Supreme Court Justices, many
governors, mayors, congressmen and other
figures of prominence. What happened to it
since then? Well, obviously it botched its job, and
Is now a small, fractured and fragmented group
of confused yokels who don't know where they
are going, nor how to get there. They are now
one of the most maligned and ridiculed group of
people in the United States, wen by the majority
of the White people themselves.
Why have they failed? I can think of several
basic reasons. In the first place, the "new" Klan
was organized by a group of Masons in about
1915. Since the Masons themselves are a Jewspawned organization, designed to do the bidding
of the international Kehilla, it makes sense that
they were organized in order to attract those
Whites with racial instincts, then lead them
down a blind alley into oblivion. Secondly, they
embrace Jewish Christianity, a creed designed
for slaves, and again spawned by the Jews.
Thirdly, they have a built-in contradiction that
splits the White Race down the middle: whereas
they are for Christianity, they are as hostile to
Catholics a s they are t o Jews.
Fourthly,
parading in their pointed hoods and white robes,
burning crosses at their ceremonies, makes them
look pretty ridiculous to friend and foe alike.
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So what else is there on the landscape? Well,
there is the Aryan Nations out of Idaho, led by
septuagenarian Richard Butler, who has had
triple by-pass heart surgery. It is obvious he
won't last too much longer, and with his insane
"true Israel" Identity creed, which says that we,
the White Race, are the real Israelites, he will
leave absolutely nothing of value behind. He has
come up with no basic new ideas, written no
meaningful books. His only "accomplishment" is
that he has confused a number of already tooconfused Christians in wanting to be "real" Jews.
Then there is Tom Metzger's W.A.R. group.
Tom himself has generated a considerable
amount of publicity, much to his credit. He and
his son John have appeared on a number of
major Jewish talk shows. Howwer, the message
that he espouses vacillates from one contradiction to another, and his main theme seems to
be to gather as many divergent and fragmented
ideas a s possible, throw them all into a melting
pot and hope to come up with some kind of
palatable chop-suey that will sell. He has been a
Klansman, a Christian, and anti-Christian, has
supported the "true Israel" Identity lunatics,
then repudiated them. He was for the White
Race retreating to a small segment of the United
States and leaving the rest of the country to the
niggers. But then recently has repudiated that
position and agreed with the C.O.T.C. that "we
want it all". Well, RAHOWA! He has even
supported Creativity, but then also attacked it
when his ego and hubris got the best of him. He
has also tried to get together with that voluble
nigger, Louis Farrakhan, and even Muamar
Khaddafi. What Tom really thinks and believes
remains 'shrouded in mystery, and he, too, has
written no books or wen spelled out his creed or
program, content instead to ride on the coattails
of a multitude of diverse and contradictory
assertions spelled out by others.
There are also the Nazis, but they are past
history. Hitler was a great man, the greatest of
all them, but after he lost the war against the
Jews, his exclusively pro-German, nationalistic
"Deutschland uber Alles!" approach is no longer
applicable in a changed world where Whites can
no longer afford fratricidal nationalistic
What the White Race in
rivalries.
America and the world needs now is
not divisive pro-German Nazi imitators,
but inclusive pro-White racial loyalists.
Of course, there are hundreds of other minor
groups whose only merchandize is to deplore and
lament, bitch and gripe, but they haven't the
slightest idea of what to d o about the sony mess,
nor how to come up with a solution.
If not Creativity, what else is there?
So, outside of Creativity, what else is there?
The answer is - nothing! If we fail to coalesce,
polarize and unite around Creativity, there isn't
a ghost of a chance for the White Race to survive more than another generation. Creativity
has all the answers in solving the multitude of
idiotic and pervasive problems of nationalism,
religion and language, as well as a host of others,
including our polluted environment and the
polluted mud scourge that now infests Planet
Earth. A polyglot, confused a n d contradictory program of half-truths a n d mixed
goals will no longer suffice. Creativity has the
whole ball of wax. It has the Total Program, the
Final Solution, the Ultimate Creed for the
survival, expansion and advancement of the
White Race.
If not now, when?
We now come to the question of how much
time do we have left to save the White Race?
The answer is damn little. If we don't get busy
now and make hay while the sun shines, it will
soon be too late. I would say we have to make or
break it before the end of this century, or it will
be the end of Nature's Finest. So, White Racial
Comrade, get with it today! Remember we are
at war, and in this life and death struggle time is
of the essence! If not now, when? White Man,
make up your mind and join the White Racial
Religion - Creativity now! RAHOWA!

.
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WHITE PEOPLE AWAKE! SAVE T H E WHITE RACE!
Help us put Ten Million WMBs in the hands of our WRCs!
When w e do, the war is as good as won, and the enemy destroyed.

*

Books

*

In order to find out the full story of our movement read our Basic
and Supplementary Books.
The logical, complete, comprehensive and inspiring philosophy-ideology-religion of
CREATIVITY is the one and only racially religious TOTAL PROGRAM, FINAL
SOLUTION and ULTIMATE CREED, to which all White Men and Women can
finally dedicate their total loyalty and commitment, knowing that the Creativity
Movement is the only salvation for the White Race in its desperate struggle for
survival. Dear White Racial Comrade, read our books and join with us
in the glorious mission to awake the White People and to save the
White Race!

SALUBRIOUS LIVING
Writtcn by Arnold DcVries and Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1982.
244 Pagcs, 22 Chaptcrs. This book spells out our program in dctail for living a
Natural Life Style and achieving and maintaining the Ultimate in Superb Health and
Wellbeing. (IMPORTANT NOTE: At this point we Creators would like to clarify a
very prevalent misconception that one cannot join the Creativity Movement without
changing his eating habits. That is simply not true! Our goals of Salubrious
Living, Latin as a universal language, organic farming, Eugenics, etc., are the longterm ADVANCEMENT-stage goals. Therefore, their immediate implementation is
not necessary for becoming a Creator. We Creators recognize that even the longest
journey starts with thefirst steps! We urge every White person to read our books,
join our Movement and take thefirst steps in the long and glorious journey towards a
New White Renaissance, a Whiter and Brighter World, and a Glorious Era of the
White Superman.) $5 each / Carton of 12 -- $30 / Carton of 48 -- $100. Postpaid.

EXPANDING CREATIVITY
By Ben Klasscn, Pontifcx Maximus. Publishcd in 1985. 255 Pages. This book
contains the leading articles writtcn by Bcn Klassen, P.M., and printed in the first 12
issucs of Racial Loyalty.
$5 each / Carton of 10 -- $35. Postpaid.

BUILDING A WHITER AND BRIGHTER WORLD
By Bcn Klasscn, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1986. 270 Pages. This book
continues the leading articles from issues of Racial Loyalty where Expanding
Crcativity lcft off.
$5 each / Carton of 10 -- $35. Postpaid.

RAHOWA! This Planet is All Ours
By Bcn Klasscn, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1987. 262 Pages. This book
dctails the RAcial Holy WAr (RAHOWA) that is upon us and how we must fight
that war to survive.
$5 each / Carton of 10 -- $35. Postpaid.

THE KLASSEN LETTERS, VOL. ONE (1969-1976)
By Bcn Klassen, Pontifcx Maximus. Published in 1988. 292 Pages. This book
traccs the Gcncsis of the Racial Rcligion for the White People. Its Origins and
Historical Evolution as chronicled through the correspondence of its Founder.
$5 each / Carton of 10 -- $35. Postpaid.

THE KLASSEN LETTERS, VOL. TWO (1976-1981)
By Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1989. 276 Pagcs. This book
continues to trace the Genesis of the Racial Religion for the Whitc People. Its
Origins and Historical Evolution as chronicled through the correspondence of its
Founder.
$5 each / Carton of 10 -- $35. Postpaid.

THE EIGHT BOOK COMBINATION PACKAGE
Nature's Eternal Religion. The White Man's Bible, Salubrious Living, Expanding
Creativity, Building a Whiter and Brighter World, RAHOWA! This Planet is All
Ours, The Klassen Letters Vol. 1 & 2 . All Eight Sacred Books of the First, One and
Only Comprehensive, Logical and Inspiring White Racial Religion -CREATIVITY, which has the potential of not only leading the White People to a
worldwide victory, but also guiding them for the next million years towards a New
White Renaissance, a Whiter and Brighter World and a Glorious Era of the White
Superman.
All eight books for $40. Postpaid.
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Booklet No. 103
12 Pages
* Operation Rip-off
* The World's Ultimate Patsy -- The
White American Taxpayer is the prime
target for all the scum of the world

Booklet No. 104

--

16 Pages

.* RAHOWA! -- Battle Cry of the White

By Rev. Rudy "Butch" Stanko
Rev. Stanko wrote this expose about
slavc labor in our ~ c d e i a l prisons
while in prison himself. This booklet
should bc in evcrv JOG-hatcr's library.
30 pages. $2.50. postpaid.

Booklet No- 105 -- 12 Pages
* How to Overcome thc Real Haters
* The Meaning of Prcjudice and Bigotry

RAcial Holy WAr

* Lovcand Hatc

Booklet No. 106 -- 12 Pages
"
* The Flat Tire Syndrome
* Our Race is Our Religion
* Comc out of the Closct, Whitc Man!

THE LATE GREAT BOOK
THE BIBLE

THE WHITE MAN'S BIBLE
By Bcn Klassen, Pontifcx Maximus. Published in 1981. 451 Pages, 73 Chapters.
This book expands and extends the Crccd and Program of thc First, One and Only
Whitc Racial Rcligion -- CREATIVITY, and includes the Salubrious Living Idea:
A Sound Mind in a Sound Body in a Sound Society in a Sound Environment.
$8 cach / Carton of 8 -- $40 / Carton of 50 -- $175. Postpaid.

Gigantic Counterfeiting Ring in the World

SLAVERY SURVIVES IN
AMERICA

N,lTC'RE'S ETERNAL RELIGION
By Bcn Klassen, Pontifex Maximus. Published in 1973. 508 Pages, 49 Chapters.
This book sets forth the fundamentals of a Racial Religion for the White Race based
on the Laws of Nature. It exposes the whole panorama of the sinister conspiracy that
is thrcatcning to mongrclizc and destroy the White Race, and lays out an effective
Crccd and Program for thc solution of the ills that beset the White People.
$8 each / Carton of 8 -- $40 / Carton of 32 -- $100. Postpaid.
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Booklet No. 102
16 Pages
* The Federal R t 3 ~ e Board
~ e -- The Most

THE SCORE
By Rev. Rudy "Butch" Stanko
A compelling documentation of the
powerful Jewish meat cartel's attack on
this man's successful meat packing
business. This expose reveals the hidden
Jewish hand in banking, the media and the
Federal government. Written by a
Christian now turned Creator.
389 Pages. $7.00. Postpaid.

By Nicholas Carter
with
~ o m ~ l e t e l ; compatible
CREATIVITY and does much more
to confirm our position regarding
Christianity and our racial creed.
233 Pages. $5.00. Postpaid.

Booklet No- 107 -- 12 Pages
* White Racial Teamwork

* Goal and Soul

Booklet No. 108 -- 12 Pages
* I Talked KJGod
* Articlcs for the Defense of thc White

CHRISTIANITY EXPOSED
By Rev. Christine M. Johns
A scholarly review of NATURE'S
ETERNAL RELIGION and analysis of
Christianity by an Honors Graduate of the
University of Newcastle-on-the-Tyne,
England.
30 Pages. $2.50. Postpaid.
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Booklets
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All of the listed booklets
are priced as follows:
1 copy .................................... $0.50
10 copies ............................... $3.00
25 copies................................ $6.00
100 copies ............................. $20.00

Published by

the Church of the Creator
at its World Center.
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Editor
Rev-Victor Wolf
P.O. Box 400
Otto, North Carolina 28763

Booklet No. 38 -- 16 Pages
* Russia, Israel and the U.S.

Subscription Rates

*

Israel's Dastardly 1967 Attack on the
U.S.S. Liberty
* The Jewish Contribution to Mankind -The Hell Bomb
* In the Name of the Whitc Race -- A
Declaration of Independence from Jewish
Tyranny

Booklet No. 45 -- 12 Pages
* Superstition and Gullibility -- The

Honorary Subscribers:
$50 per
First Class and Air Mail Delivery in the
U.S. and all foreign counuies.
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Achilles Heel of the White Race
* Gullibility Rating Quiz
* In the Name of the White Race -- A
Declaration of Independence from Jewish
Tyranny

Booklet No. 56

--

8- Pages

* A Few Obvious Questions We would
like Christians to Explain with some
Sensible Answers
* Why We Indict Christianity So Strongly

Booklet No. 101 -- 16 Pages
* Not Likely a "Who"
* We are not Atheists -- We are Creators
* What is a Spirit?
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Order All Items From:
Church of the Creator
P.0. BOX400
Otto, NC 28763
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Special Subscribers:
$10 per year.
Bulk Mail and Surface Mail Delivery
in the U.S. and all foreign countries
to the Skinheads, ~ r m e d Forces
personnel, prisoners, and students.
~f you are White, Unite and Fight!
RAHOWA!

The C.O.T.C. Business Card
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Subscdbe to
the pro-Whlle newspapen

For Sample Copy Send $J To:
Church of the Creabr
Bor 400. Otto. NC 28763

Carry them with you and pve to every
White person!
100 cards -- $10.00
1000 cards -- $25.00

More Goodies!
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Leaflets, Stickers &
Other PRO-WHITE Items

by Rev. Victor Wolf

CREATIVITY Creed and Program
on one side. "Brotherly love" cartoon is
on the other side.
Excellent for
introducing White people to the White
Racial Religion -- Creativity and mass
distributions during the STREET
ACTIONS!
10 -- $1.00
100 flyers -- $5.00
50 -- $3.00

The C.O.T.C. Sticker
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Let's plaster such stickers all over
100 stickers -- $10.00
the world!
1000 stickers -- $25.00

Official Portrait
Official and signed (8 x 10") portrait of
Ben Klassen,
Pontifex Maximus,
Founder of the White Racial Religion -CREATIVITY.
$10.00 each.

The C.O.T.C. Flag
3' x 5' Creativity Battle Flag. $55 each.
100 % cotton, embroidered both sides with
the C.O.T.C. logo. Exceptional quality!
Symbolism of our Flag: (a) The
blood-red color of our flag symbolizes our
struggle for the survival, expansion and
advancement of the White Race. (b) The
end-side triangle of pure white color
symbolizes the emergence of a Whiter and
Brighter World out of our struggle. (c)
The center of the flag is adorned with the
C.O.T.C. Logo, which symbolizes our
unique White Racial Religion -Creativity: the Beacon of hope and
salvation for the White People.
We Creators say: to hell with the
J.O.G. flag, which has become a symbol
of race-mixing; we Creators now have our
own flag, which proudly proclaims -WHITE PEOPLE AWAKE! SAVE THE
WHITE RACE! Our battle flag is the flag
of a Whiter and Brighler Future, so let's
make sure that it flies all over the world
by the year 2000. RAHOWA!

Bolo Tie & Belt Buckle
(with Creativity Logo)
Excellent workmanship! Gold or silver
color.
$12 each.

Video Tape
"RACE & REASON"
with Ben Klassen, Pontifex Maximus,
representing the Church of the Creator.
Half an hour. VHS, half inch. Can be run
on local cable network in your area. $20.

Creativity Logo Button
Tri-color design.
1.5" diameter.
4 buttons for $1, 10 buttons for $ 2.
White Man, proudly display the
logo of the one and only White
Racia; Religion
Creativity!
RAHOWA!
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A leader
with "big balls"
but "small brains"
is no leader at

What is CREATIVITY?
This flyer gives a brief but comprehensive
description of our Movement and the
materials available.
Excellent for
introducing White people to the White
Racial Religion -- Creativity and mass
distributions during the STREET
10 -- $1.00
ACTIONS!
100 flyers -- $5.00
50 -- $3.00

(WHITE PEOPLE AWAKE!
IsAvE fff€ Wff/rE R A C N

Racial Loyalty

An unexpected reply
from Tom Metzger
When in RL #56 we published a
special (very positive, very enthusiastic
and very friendly) appeal for White unity
and invited Tom Metzger to join the
Creativity Movement, we expected to
receive at best a positive response or at
worst -- silence. However, what We did
receive (in a Very roundabout way) Was
totally unexpected -- a nasty, mean,
vindictive, baseless, slanderous attack
against our leader in a thrie page "To
It
type letter, mass
produced copies of which were being
mailed by Metzger's staff to anyone who
wrote to Tom Metzger or WAR regarding
the proposed COX--WAR unification.
Several recipients in different parts of the
country forwarded to US their COPY of
Metzger's three page diatribe, some with
the word "BULLSHIT stamped all over
Metzger's text and signature. And if
"bullshit" is ever appropriate to describe a
letter full of lies, absurd Statements and
vindictive, slanderous personal attacks,
then Metzger's letter fully deserves the
"bullshit" designation.
Reflection on Tom Metzger
More than anything else, the letter is
a reflection of Metzger's faults and
weaknesses as a leader -- his inability to
separate personalities from issues, his
-inability to subordinate personal
animosity for the sake of advancement
towards White victory, his lack of
understanding of the importance of a racial
religion in straightening the Jew-distorted
thinking of the White People and giving
them a proper creed, program, vision;
leadership, guidance and inspiration to
achieve the Revolution of Values which is
a prerequisite for a successful Political
Revolution.
In his shallow speeches and the few
meager articles he managed to write, Tom
Metzger keeps calling White people
zombies, braindeads, sheep, etc., but he is
afraid or unable to pinpoint JudeoChristianity as the dominant poison which
keeps White people in the zombie-like
slave position. In other words, Tom
Metzger is talking about the symptoms
but never about the causes of White
decadence. Therefore, he is part of the
"deplore and lament" crowd with no
S O ~ U ~ ~noO principles,
~S,
no creed, no
program and no clear vision of the future.

White
and
Texas Rangers are
the true heroes
O the White

w h o is first:
Race, Christ or Yahweh?
Tom Metzger says he .is willing to
work with everybody.who puts race first,
yet he refuses to work with us White
Racial Loyalists -- Creators who
consistently affirm in words and in deeds
that "our Race is our Religion". At the
same time he seeks favors with a polyglot
crowd of "Jesus first, race second"
klansmen who bend their knees before a
mythical Jewish bastard and sign their
letters "For Christ, Race and Nation", or
with an even more diverse crowd of
"Yahweh first, race second" Identity
lunatics who worship a mythical Jewish
god "Yahwehw (what a repulsively
sounding Jewish word!) and want to turn
Whites into ItweIsraelitesw(--is there any
limit to human stupidity?!).
By cooperating with the so-called
**whitechristian" or .identity christianl1
groups, Metzger helps to. confuse t h e
issue
the absolute
n o m a y
and
deadly
hostility of Jewish Christianity
and White Racism. He keeps talking
about "racialist Christians" which in itself
is a conna-diction in terms. 1f someone is
"Christianw, he by definition cannot be
racialist, because -- as the name itself
implies -- to be Christian is to pay
homage to a mythical Jewish bast&,
otherwise known as "Jesus Christ, King
of the Jewsw,and accept all his anti-White,
pro-Jewish, pro-nigger, pro-mud
teachings.
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A showman, but
a leader
White people urgently need to awake

from the spiritual bondage of Judeo'
Christianity, but Metzger has no idea how
to bring it about- He is a showman who
keeps entertaining people by his publlclty
Stunts, but does not lead them anywhere.
He himself has admitted as much in his
interview in the 7/89 issue of "Hustler"
(whether any self-respecting White leader
Should ever give interviews to that slimy
Jew-owned pornographic magazine, is
another question). In that interview, Tom
Metzger .States flatly that he has no plan
for the future. much less for White
victory. "We wait for the establishment
to open doors for us", stated WAR leader.
Having
plan*
creedProgram, no books of his own, Tom
Metzger relies on supefilcial showmanship
and simplistic statements Such as his
assertion in the aforementioned letter that
"balls" not "books" make history. Such a
statement clearly
Metzger's
lack
important, lasting movements were based
first of all on books, for examplei
Islamism on the Koran, Judaism on the
Old Testanent and Talmud, Christianity
on the Old Testament and thcFNewf'
Testament, Marxism on Das Kapital,
Nazism on Mein Kampf, etc. These and
other book-based movements endured
through long periods of time and they
changed the course of history because their
ideology was spelled out in a permanent
written form.
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"Books" versus "balls"
Now, let's take a look at movements
without "books", but with "balls". I
think Metzger will agree that his much
admired medieval Vikings could be used as
a prime example of such a "balls -- no
books" movement. And what did they
accomplish, beyond looting their "rich
White" neighbors, killing White men and
Selling White Women to mud Slave
traders? Vikings. left some incoherent
primitive "runic" scribblings on some
scattered stones, but were no match to
their more literate European neighbors
who in the end converted them. Where are
the Vikings and their descendents today?
The medieval Vikings sheepishly
succumbed to Jewish Christianity and
their Scandinavian descendents today are
the most submissive, brain-polluted,
liberal, race-mixing wimps to be found
anywhere in E
~ They~
~
~
(and very generously!) support every antiWhite movement anywhere in the world,
such as the Communist-led terroristic
S w ~ p oANC
,
and others. ~t this very
day, ANC leader Oliver Tambo is
recuperatingin (whereelse?!) a Stockholm
hospital, and another leader of nigger
terrorists, Nelson Mandela, upon his
release from south ~
f prison~ went i
directly to Sweden to thank the latter-day
Vikings for their generosity in providing
funds for the nigger terrorists to acquire
guns and bombs in order to kill south
African Whites.
(of course, in
Scandinavia there are some exceptions,
like R ~ T~~~~
~ . ~~d~~ and
prowhite racialists, but
only
emphmize the
The late White Patriot Party of "big
balls--small brains" Glen Miller could be
ugas another example of what happens
movements when their leaders have
brainsn. ~ ~on i
ig ballswbut
showmanship and hype, the WPP
and disappearedwithouttrace or
cmquence.

he books of Klassen are eternal
I predict that long after Tom Metzger
and his
will turn into dust, the
great genius of Pontifex Maximus Ben
Klassen will continue to live in the sacred
books of CREATIVITY and lead new
generations of the White People not only
to a worldwide victory, but also t0.a New
White Renaissance, a Whiter and Brighter
World, and a Glorious Era of the White
Superman. RAHOWA!
-
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IN T H E LIGHTER VEIN...
Ridicule is frequently employed with more power
and success than is severity. -- Horace

WHITE HEAT CARTOONS

by Ron Quinn

MOBILIZE THE WHITE RACE
The Essence of a CREATOR:
1 . A CREATOR puts loyalty towards his own race
above every other loyalty.
2. A CREATOR is responsible, productive and
constructive.
3. A CREATOR places a high value on honor and
self-respect, and will defend his own honor, the honor of
his race and of his family at all costs.
4. A CREATOR recognizes both love and hate as
the two most powerful driving forces in life: that both
emotions are healthy and essential to life, and to possess
only one and be deprived of the other is to be as crippled
as a bird with only one wing.
5. A CREATOR realizes that both love and hate, in
order to be constructive, must be directed in the proper
channels and to do otherwise is destructive and suicidal.
6. A CREATOR therefore makes a careful
distinction between his loved ones and his enemies. He
loves, aids and abets those of his own race and his own
kind, and hates his enemies, namely Jews, niggers and the
mud races.
7. A CREATOR is eager, optimistic, aggressive,
energetic, and self-sacrificing for the best interests of his
people.
8. A CREATOR strives to keep physically fit and
keep his body in the best of health at all times.
9. A CREATOR is inquisitive, adventurous, and
has a cheerful zest for living.
10. A CREATOR is tough, tenacious, resolute,
persistent, persevering, indomitable, and indefatigable as
were the Ancient Romans.
11. A CREATOR is practical, down to earth and
concentrates on those goals and activities that are
meaningful and worthwhile.
12. A CREATOR is brave and courageous and
always a proud credit to his people.
13. A CREATOR places a high value on
ATTITUDE, strives continually to maintain a healthy;
positive and dynamic attitude towards life.
14. A CREATOR is an ACHIEVER and a
PRODUCER.
15. A CREATOR is a problem solver.
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' DONIT LETTHENIGGERS TURN YOUR

WHITE AMER\CA

IN AMERICA':

FIGHT
., nnrFOR YOUR

COUNTRY INTO WHAT WE NOW HAVE

I~VP
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S'IUDENTS ,THIS NEW WHITE BOY 15
TOMMY. I'M SURE YOU KNOW WHAT
TO DO TO H\N\ AFTER CLASS TODAY.

What a CREATOR is not:
1. A CREATOR is not gullible, and does not easily
accept any statement, belief, assertion or assumption that
to him is lacking in proof and/or is unreasonable in the
light of his own experiences.
2. A CREATOR is not superstitious and disdains
belief in the supernatural. He will waste no time giving
credence to, or playing silly games with imaginary
spooks, spirits, gods and demons.
3. A CREATOR is not interested in the future or
welfare of the mud races, and shuns race mixing or any
social intercourse whatsoever with the inferior mud races.
4. A CREATOR shuns sexual deviation.
5. A CREATOR does not whine, complain or
indulge in self-pity, but instead faces problems
realistically, gets to the root of problems, and determines
to solve them.
(Read The White Man's Bible for these and other
unique, excellent and inspiring pro-White ideas on a

daily basis! RAHO WA!)

White People Awake!

AT NIGHT

171E STREETS BELONG TO WE NI bMRS.
ITS TIME FOR THE WHITES TO TAKE'EM BACK.

IF I TOLD YOU ONCE...I TOLD
you A HUNDRED TllrlES.
NEVER HIRE A N I G E R TO DO

ODD ~ O B SAROUND THE HOUSE!
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KlCKlNG THE NIGGERS AND KlKES
OUT OF

